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Core Values and Opus Statements

Who I am
I am a lifelong learner working to create and share the resources necessary for people to grow beyond
all opposition and division. I am a social entrepreneur creating individualized small business and
workforce training initiatives that support the sharing of time and the expression of individualized
pathways to success. I am a creator and cultivator of ideas and I am a servant of God.

My Passion – Why I Work
My passion is to serve God and fellow man by creating platforms for the expression of altruism and
individualized success in the free market.

World Views: Truths Guiding My Work
There is always work for the hard worker
The realities of sustaining physical labors reveal and embody truths as profound as art and prayer
No one can rise to their greatest potential if they accept the lie of limited resources
No one can live fully in body without good food, comfortable clothing, and freedom from excessive work
No one can live fully in mind without books, art, and travel
No one can live fully in soul without love and love is denied expression by poverty
Role Modeling lives full in body, mind, and soul is the greatest gift we can render to God and our fellow
man
Life, during the act of living, increases abundance; abundance is life seeking full expression
No one is kept in poverty because of a limited opportunity or riches; Nature is an inexhaustible supply
of individualized paths to abundance

Principles Guiding my Work
Thought is the root of desire
Desire is potential seeking expression
Thoughts define our potential
Free thought requires recognizing the greater truths beyond appearances
Success is created by helping others become successful
Becoming part of the solution eliminates one part of a problem
No one should be satisfied with a little when they are capable of using a lot
Free action requires free thought

O - Overall Vision
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My over all vision for the world includes:







World consensus for identifying and unfolding humanities perfection
Individuals role modeling perseverance over learned helplessness and the natural proclivity for
laziness
Communities of people acting upon the altruistic providence that forces individuals into self
activity and good works
New voices and activities that manifest the intrinsic and real value of sharing and the happiness
of helping
Local industry, small businesses, and community leaders collaborating for the creation of
community education and small business development initiatives
Expanded access to all the resources capable of being used effectively

P – Purpose of My Work
The purpose of my work is to motivate people of all social strata into self activity by acting upon the
altruistic providence aiding in humanities rise above all oppositions and divisions.

U – Unifying Strategies: Structure and focus for the work
Create and sustain an IRS Determined 501 C 3 Public Charity
The various types of sponsorships inherent in the 501 c 3 Public Charity tax code provide the primary
business structures for unfolding the visions of individuals from all social strata. Whether it is a vision
for obtaining the daily requirements for survival or a vision for actively participating in solving socially
relevant issues, the Public Charity tax code and associated sponsorships is the preferred business
structure for economic transactions benefitting an identified population. Creating and sustaining
participation in a 501 c 3 Public Charity is keystone for creating communities of people acting upon the
altruistic providence that forces individuals into self activity and good works

Create free market experiences based upon individual strengths and a realization of unrestricted
potential for personal and professional growth
The free market is the best known tool for expressing the full potential of the earth’s resources and their
ability to aid in humanities rise above oppositions and divisions. Examples of the free markets ability to
aid in humanities rise above opposition and diversity general include America’s Robber Barons, since
they created the framework necessary to expand humanities access to food, fun, and freedom, and
specifically include Madam C.J Walker, Thomas Edison, and Dr. Ben Carson among millions of others.
Expanding the small business and social entrepreneurs access to the 501 c 3 Public Charity tax code by
way of fiscal sponsorships and donor advised funds is key to a value added economy and creating a free
market culture that expresses the intrinsic and real value of sharing and the happiness of helping
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Share time, knowledge, and resources so that others may role model free and unrestricted personal
and professional growth
Everyone has in their possession the divine treasures of time, thoughts, and kind words. Interestingly
enough; It is the what, who, when, where, why, and how we share these divine treasures that create the
boundaries influencing personal and professional potential. Sharing time, knowledge, and resources
across all social strata and with non-peer friends is foundational to sustaining a 501 c 3 Public Charity
and creating the platforms for the expression of individualized growth and humanities rise above all
oppositions and divisions.

S – Scorecard for Significance: The 5 year Playbook of Productive Action for
Measuring the Accomplishments in the Master Work
Create and sustain an IRS Determined 501 C 3 Public Charity




IRS Determination Letter: 1) Received IRS Determination Letter on Nov ---------Board of Directors: Recruitment initiatives continue as I complete the work necessary to recruit
the first participant on the Board of Directors, Governance Council, or Executive Committee
Serve the community with measurable Social Outcomes: 1) gifting clothes, toys, and books; 2)
collaborate with other organizations for the distribution of blankets and clothes during winter
months

Create free market experiences based upon individual strengths and a realization of free and
unrestricted potential for personal and professional growth


Curate historically significant property for use as accredited trades training laboratories,
historical curatorships, and Temporary Long Term living facilities: 1) present sponsorship models
and establish industry partnerships for the procurement of property and the creation
individualized on the job learning opportunities for those in need of temporary long term
housing: 2) establish open access to renewable energies training for the creation of sustainable
employments for weatherization technicians and other renewable energy professionals upon
completion of project: 3) collaborate with local employers for creating sustainable individualized
employment opportunities: 4) establish Continuing Education Credit Agreements with local
institutes of higher education for creating individualized internships and pre-workforce skill
training opportunities: 5) provide open access to Melvin Henry Center’s industry recognized
Certification training and curriculum for the creation of job exploration opportunities: 6)
collaborate with local Workforce Investment Boards for creating a pool of volunteers and nontraditional learners: 7) collaborate with faith based organizations for identifying a population of
individuals with a vested interest in the learning process and the success of the project



Build a thrift shop and green house as platforms for others’ expression of personal potential,
revenue, entrepreneurial initiatives, and individualized paths to success: 1) create on job
descriptions and learning opportunities for Social Media and Website Coordinator, Marketing
Coordinator, Community Outreach Spokesman, Fundraising Manager, Product Sorter, and
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Drivers: 2) expand access to resources necessary to discover new aptitudes in safe learning
environments: 3) serve the community by gifting clothes, household items, and fresh vegetables
Build a Veterans and Young Professionals Club for role modeling growth out of opposition and
the creation and distribution of niche products and services: 1) provide locally relevant and
measurable social economic outcomes: 2)

Share time, knowledge, and resources so that others may discover opportunities to role model free
and unrestricted personal and professional growth






500 hrs. of volunteer hrs per year for public charity other than Melvin Henry Center: 1) 12 hrs.
week @ Frederick Mission for past 7 months: 2)
Collaborate with other organizations for the planning and implementation of a community
based activities: 1) planning winter community service events; 2) solicititing volunteers
Provide open access to pre-workforce and workforce skills curriculum
Build social media network and blog archives for the dissemination and consumption of
information

